We generalize the noisy expectation-maximization (NEM) algorithm to allow arbitrary modes of noise injection besides just adding noise to the data. The noise must still satisfy a NEM positivity condition. This generalization includes the important special case of multiplicative noise injection. A generalized NEM theorem shows that all measurable modes of injecting noise will speed the average convergence of the EM algorithm if the noise satisfies a generalized NEM positivity condition. This noise-benefit condition has a simple quadratic form for Gaussian and Cauchy mixture models in the case of multiplicative noise injection. Simulations show a multiplicative-noise EM speed-up of more than 27% in a Gaussian mixture model. Injecting blind noise only slowed convergence. A related theorem gives a sufficient condition for an average EM noise benefit for arbitrary modes of noise injection if the data model comes from the general exponential family of probability density functions. A final theorem shows that injected noise slows EM convergence on average if the NEM inequalities reverse and the noise satisfies a negativity condition.
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We generalize the noisy expectation-maximization (NEM) algorithm to allow arbitrary modes of noise injection besides just adding noise to the data. The noise must still satisfy a NEM positivity condition. This generalization includes the important special case of multiplicative noise injection. A generalized NEM theorem shows that all measurable modes of injecting noise will speed the average convergence of the EM algorithm if the noise satisfies a generalized NEM positivity condition. This noise-benefit condition has a simple quadratic form for Gaussian and Cauchy mixture models in the case of multiplicative noise injection. Simulations show a multiplicative-noise EM speed-up of more than 27% in a Gaussian mixture model. Injecting blind noise only slowed convergence. A related theorem gives a sufficient condition for an average EM noise benefit for arbitrary modes of noise injection if the data model comes from the general exponential family of probability density functions. A final theorem shows that injected noise slows EM convergence on average if the NEM inequalities reverse and the noise satisfies a negativity condition.
Noise Boosting the Expectation-Maximization Algorithm
We show how carefully chosen and injected multiplicative noise can speed convergence of the popular expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. Multiplicative noise [1] occurs in many applications in signal processing and communications. These include synthetic aperture radar [2] [3] [4] [5] , sonar imaging [6, 7] , photonics [8] , and random amplitude modulation [9] . A more general theorem allows arbitrary modes of combining signal and noise. The result still speeds EM convergence on average at each iteration so long as the injected noise satisfies a positivity condition. The EM algorithm generalizes maximum-likelihood estimation to the case of missing or corrupted data [10, 11] . Maximum likelihood maximizes the conditional signal probability density function (pdf) f (y|θ) for a random signal variable Y given a vector of parameters θ. It equally maximizes the log-likelihood ln f (y|θ) since the logarithm is monotone increasing. So the maximum-likelihood estimate θ * is θ * = argmax θ ln f (y|θ).
(
The parameter vector θ can contain means or covariances or mixture weights or any other terms that parametrize the pdf f (y|θ). The data itself consists of observations or realizations y of the signal random variable Y . The data can be speech samples or image vectors or any type of measured numerical quantity. The EM framework allows for missing or hidden data or so-called latent variables. The random variable Z denotes all such latent variables. These latent variables can describe unseen states in a hidden Markov model or hidden neurons in a multilayer neural network. Then Z appears in the log-likelihood ln f (y|θ) through the pdf identity f (y|θ) = f (y,z|θ)
f (z|y,θ) . This gives the key EM log-likelihood equality ln f (y|θ) = ln f (y, z|θ) − ln f (z|y, θ).
The EM algorithm estimates the missing information in Z by iteratively maximizing the probability of Z given both the observed data y and the current parameter estimate θ k [12] . This involves averaging the log-likelihood ln f (y, z|θ k ) over the conditional pdf f (z|y, θ k ) to form the surrogate likelihood function Q(θ|θ k ):
Then EM's "ascent property" [10] uses Jensen's inequality [13] and the above EM log-likelihood equality to ensure that any θ that increases the surrogate likelihood function Q(θ|θ k ) can only increase the log-likelihood difference ln f (y|θ) − ln f (y|θ k ) or leave it unchanged: ln
The result is that EM is a hill-climbing algorithm that can never decrease the log-likelihood ln f (y|θ) at any step. The algorithm can at most increase the log-likelihood.
The EM algorithm iteratively climbs the closest hill of probability or log-likelihood until it reaches the peak of maximum likelihood. The peak or mode corresponds to the locally maximal parameter θ * . So the EM algorithm converges to the local likelihood maximum θ * : θ k → θ * . The EM algorithm halts in practice when its successive estimates θ k differ by less than a given tolerance level:
The EM algorithm generalizes many popular algorithms. These include the k-means clustering algorithm [14] used in pattern recognition and big-data analysis, the backpropagation algorithm used to train deep feedforward and convolutional neural networks [15] [16] [17] , and the Baum-Welch algorithm used to train hidden Markov models [18, 19] . But the EM algorithm can converge slowly if the amount of missing data is high or if the number of estimated parameters is large [11, 20] . It can also get stuck at local probability maxima. Users can run the EM algorithm from several starting points to mitigate the problem of convergence to local maxima.
The Noisy EM (NEM) algorithm [14, [21] [22] [23] ] is a noise-enhanced version of the EM algorithm that carefully selects noise and then adds it to the data. NEM converges faster on average than EM does because on average it takes larger steps up the same hill of probability or of log-likelihood. NEM never takes shorter steps on average. The largest noise gains tend to occur in the first few steps. So NEM enhances the ascent property at each iteration. This is a type of nonlinear noise benefit or stochastic resonance [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] that does not depend on a threshold [36, 37] .
NEM adds noise N to the data Y if the noise satisfies the NEM average positivity (nonnegativity) condition:
The NEM positivity condition (4) holds when the noise-perturbed likelihood f (y + N, z|θ k ) is larger on average than the noiseless likelihood f (y, z|θ k ) at the k th step of the algorithm [21, 23] . This noise-benefit condition has a simple quadratic form when the data or signal model is a mixture of Gaussian pdfs.
The NEM positivity inequality (4) is not vacuous. This holds because the expectation conditions on the converged parameter vector θ * . Consider instead what happens in the generic case of averaging a log-likelihood ratio [12] . Take the expectation of the log-likelihood ratio ln
g(y|θ) with respect to the pdf g(y|θ). This gives the expectation E g [ln
]. Then the pdf g(y|θ) cancels out of the latter expectation: ln
since the pdf f (y|θ) integrates to one over the whole sample space. So E g [ln
Then a strict positivity condition is impossible. The expectation in (4) does not lead to such a pdf cancellation in general because the integrating density depends on θ * rather than on θ k . Cancellation occurs only when the NEM algorithm has converged because then θ k = θ * .
A simple argument gives the intuition behind the NEM positivity condition (4) for additive noise. This argument holds in much greater generality and underlies much of the theory of noise-boosting both the EM algorithm and Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms [37] . Consider a noise sample or realization n that makes a signal y more probable: f (y + n|θ) ≥ f (y|θ) for some parameter θ. The value y is a realization of the signal random variable Y . The value n is a realization of the noise random variable N . Then this pdf inequality holds if and only if ln
Averaging over the signal and noise random variables gives the basic expectation form of the NEM positivity condition. Averaging implies that the pdf inequality need hold only almost everywhere. It need not hold on sets of zero probability. This allows the user to ignore particular values when using continuous probability models.
Particular choices of the signal conditional probability f (y|θ) can greatly simplify the NEM sufficient condition. This signal probability is the so-called "data model" in the EM context of maximum likelihood estimation. We show below that Gaussian and Cauchy choices lead to simple quadratic NEM conditions when injecting multiplicative noise. An exponential data model leads to an even simpler linear NEM condition.
The same argument for multiplicative noise suggests that a similar positivity condition should hold for a noise benefit. This will hold given the corresponding pdf inequality f (yn|θ) ≥ f (y|θ). This inequality is equivalent to ln
Then averaging again gives a NEM positivity condition. There is nothing unique about the operations of addition or multiplication in this signal-noise context. So a noise benefit should hold for any measurable function φ(y, n) that combines the signal y and noise n if f (φ(y, n)|θ) ≥ f (y|θ). The four theorems below show that this is the case.
Theorem 1 generalizes the NEM Theorem from additive noise injection Y + N to arbitrary measurable noise injection φ(Y, N ). Theorem 2 states the NEM sufficient condition for the the special case where the noise-injection mode is multiplicative: φ(Y, N ) = Y N . We call this new condition the m-NEM condition or the multplicativeNoisy-Expectation-Maximization condition. Corollary 1 shows that a mixture of such pdfs satisfies the general NEM property if all the mixed pdfs do. Corollary 2 derives the specific form for Gaussian and Cauchy signal pdfs. Theorem 3 states a sufficient NEM condition for arbitrary noise injection when the signal model comes from the important class of exponential family pdfs. Theorem 4 states the dual NEM negativity condition for a noise harm or slow-down in EM convergence. 
Figure 1: Multiplicative noise benefit when estimating the parameters of a sampled Gaussian mixture model. The mixture density f equally weighted two Gaussian probability density functions with the same variance of 4:
. The EM algorithm estimated the mixing weights, the means, and the variances of the two Gaussian densities. Low intensity starting noise decreased the EM convergence time while higher intensity starting noise increased it. The multiplicative noise had unit mean with different but decaying standard deviations. The optimal initial noise standard deviation was σ * = 0.44. It gave a 27.6% speedup over the noiseless EM algorithm. Optimal m-NEM needed only 7 iterations on average to converge to the correct mixture parameters while noiseless EM needed 10 iterations on average. The m-NEM procedure injected multiplicative noise that decayed at an inverse-square rate with the iterations. Figure 1 shows an EM speed-up of 27.6% for m-NEM noise injection in the generic case of a bimodal mixture of two Gaussian pdfs. Sampling from the mixture corresponds to sampling from two subpopulations that have the same variance but different means. This structure can arise when sampling from a population that consists of two unknown bipolar signals. The task is threefold: Estimate the unknown means of the two mixed Gaussian densities. Estimate the unknown variances of the mixed densities. And estimate the unknown mixture weights. The mixture weights are nonnegative and sum to unity.
The noise-injected EM algorithm estimated all these parameters of the equally weighted two-pdf Gaussian mixture model. Suppose random variable Y j is Gaussian or normal with mean µ j and variance σ
Then the two-mixture density in Figure 1 have the form f (y) = αf 1 (y|µ 1 , σ
. The data itself came from Mathematica's routine for randomly sampling from a Gaussian mixture. The noise-boosted EM algorithm took on average only 7 iterations to estimate the Gaussian mixture parameters α, µ 1 , µ 2 , σ 2 1 , and σ 2 2 while the noiseless EM algorithm took on average 10 steps. The optimal initial noise standard deviation was σ * N = 0.44. The simulations "cooled" or "annealed" the noise by multiplying the starting noise standard deviation σ N with the inverse-square term k −2 at each iteration k. This gradually shut off the noise injection as we discuss below when we present the details of the n-NEM algorithm. The far right of Figure 1 shows a type of swamping effect where too much injected noise begins to hurt performance compared with noiseless EM. This appears to be an artifact of injecting such noise into EM's fixed-point structure. Figure 2 shows that ordinary or blind multiplicative noise (not subject to the m-NEM condition) only slowed EM convergence for the same Gaussian-mixture problem as in Figure 1 . Blind noise was just noise drawn at random or uniformly from the set of all possible noise. It was not subject to the m-NEM condition or to any other condition.
The optimal speed-up using additive noise on the same data model was 30.5% at an optimal noise power of σ * = 1.9. This speed-up was slightly better than the m-NEM speed-up for the same mixture model of two Gaussian pdfs.
A statistical test for the difference in the averaged optimal convergence times found that this difference was not statistically significant at the standard 0.05 significance level. Nor was it significant at the 0.10 or 0.01 levels. The hypothesis test for the difference of means gave the very large bootstrap p-value (achieved significance level [12] ) of 0.492 based on 10,000 bootstraps. That large p-value argues strongly against rejecting the null hypothesis that there was no statistically significant difference in the optimal average convergence times of the additive and multiplicative NEM speed-ups.
A 95%-bootstrap confidence interval for the average difference in optimal convergence time was (−0.44, 0.06). The confidence interval contained zero. So we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the difference in optimal average convergence times for the two noise-injection modes was statistically insignificant at the 0.05 level. Nor can we reject the null hypothesis at the 0.10 and 0.01 significance levels because their respective 90% and 99% bootstrap confidence intervals were (−0.40, 0.02) and (−0.52, 0.13). So there was no statistically significant difference in the noise speed-ups of the additive and mulitplicative cases. An open and important research question is whether there are general conditions under which one of these noise injection modes outperforms the other.
General Noise Injection for a NEM Benefit
We next generalize the original proof for additive NEM [21, 23] to NEM that uses an arbitrary mode of noise injection. The metrical idea behind the proof remains the same: a noise benefit occurs on average at an iteration if the noisy pdf is closer to the optimal pdf than the noiseless pdf is.
The relative entropy D (h||g)) measures the pseudo-distance between two pdfs h and g in a topological space of pdfs. The literature sometimes refers to the relative entropy as the Kullback-Leibler divergence [13] . An EM noise benefit occurs at iteration k if the noise-injected pdf f N is closer to the optimal or maximum-likelihood pdf than the noiseless pdf f is:
where
is the noise-injected pdf for arbitrary measurable function φ. The relative entropy is asymmetric and has the form of an average logarithm
for positive pdfs h and g over the same support [13] . Convergent sums can replace the integrals in the discrete case. We follow convention in calling the relative entropy a pseudo-metric. It is technically only a pre-metric because the relative entropy between two pdfs is always nonnegative. The relative entropy is zero if and only if the two pdfs are equal almost everywhere. This yields the proof strategy of reducing the relative entropy with respect to the optimal pdf at each iteration k. The key point is that the noise-injection mode φ(y, N ) need be neither addition φ(y, N ) = y +N nor multiplication φ(y, N ) = yN . It can be any measurable function φ of the data y and the noise N . This generality does not affect the main proofs for a noise benefit. The proof of Theorem 1 below demonstrates this.
The above relative entropy inequality (5) is logically equivalent to the EM noise-benefit condition at iteration k if we cast the noise benefit in terms of expectations [21] :
where Q N is the noise-perturbed surrogate likelihood function
Any noise N that satisfies this EM noise-benefit condition (8) will on average give better parameter estimates at each iteration than will noiseless estimates or those that use blind noise. The relative-entropy version of the noise-benefit condition allows the same derivation of the generalized NEM condition as in the original case of additive noise. The result is Theorem 1. The proof assumes finite differential entropies. 
Then the EM noise benefit
holds on average at iteration k:
Proof:
The proof shows that the noisy pdf (or likelihood) f (φ(y, N ), z|θ k ) is closer on average to the optimal pdf f (y, z|θ * ) than the noiseless pdf f (y, z|θ k ) is. We use relative entropy for this pdf comparison. Let c k denote the relative entropy between the optimal likelihood and the noiseless likelihood at iteration k:
Let c k (N ) denote the relative entropy between the optimal likelihood and the noisy likelihood:
The notation c k (N ) uses upper-case N rather than lower-case n to emphasize that this relative entropy is a random variable because the included noise term N is a random variable. Then the proof derives the average noise-benefit inequality
We first show that the expectation of the Q-function differences in (8) inherits the pseudo-metrical structure of relative entropy. Write the Q-function expectation as an integral over Z:
Then the relative-entropy term c k = D(f (y, z|θ * ) f (y, z|θ k )) is the expectation over Y given the current parameter value θ k of the difference of Q-functions. This holds because factoring the conditional pdf f (y, z|θ * ) gives f (y, z|θ * ) = f (z|y, θ * )f (y|θ * ):
The noise-injected term c k (N ) similarly equals the expectation over Y given θ k :
So the expected Q-difference is equivalent to relative entropy. And so it has the same pseudo-metrical structure. We note also that c k is a constant at each iteration k. But c k (N ) is a random variable since the expectation in (24) does not average out the noise N . Take noise expectations over both terms c k and c k (N ):
Then the pseudo-metrical inequality
ensures an average noise benefit at iteration k:
We use the inequality condition (27) above to derive a more useful sufficient condition for a noise benefit. Expand the difference of the relative-entropy terms
Then take the expectation with respect to the noise random variable N:
The assumption of finite differential entropy for Y and Z ensures that ln f (y, z|θ)f (y, z|θ * ) is integrable. So the integrand is integrable. Then Fubini's theorem [38] permits the change in the order of integration in the above multiple integral. The pdf equality f (n|y, z, θ * ) = f (n|y) holds because the noise random variable N does not depend on the latent variable Z or on the optimal parameter value θ * . N does depend on the signal random variable Y in general. Then factorization gives the pdf equality f (n|y, z, θ * )f (y, z|θ * ) = f (n,y,z|θ * ) f (y,z|θ * ) f (y, z|θ * ) = f (n, y, z|θ * ). The result is the logical equivalence
Then an EM noise benefit occurs on average at iteration k if
3. The Special Case of Multiplicative NEM Theorem 1 allows a direct proof that properly chosen multiplicative noise can speed average EM convergence. The proof requires only that the noise-injection mode φ be multiplicative for multiplicative NEM (m-NEM):
Then Theorem 1 gives the following special case for multiplicative noise. We state this result as Theorem 2 because of the importance of mulitplicative noise injection.
Theorem 2: Multiplicative NEM (m-NEM) Theorem
Suppose the average posiitivity condition holds for multiplicative noise injection at iteration k:
The next section develops the important case of a mixture data model. A key result is that we can derive mixture NEM benefits by deriving such benefits for the individual mixed pdfs.
Noise-Boosting Mixture Models
Mixture models are by far the most common data models in EM applications. Mixtures allow a user to create a tunable multimodal pdf by mixing unimodal pdfs. So this section develops their NEM noise-boosting at some length.
Many of the additive-NEM mixture results apply to the generalized NEM condition without change. Corollary 2 from [21] leads to an m-NEM condition for a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) because the noise condition applies to each mixed normal pdf in the mixture. An identical multiplicative noise-benefit condition holds for a Cauchy mixture model. We state and prove the m-NEM GMM result as a separate corollary. The resulting quadratic m-NEM condition depends only on the Gaussian means and not on their variances.
We first review mixture models. This will generalize the simple two-Gaussian GMM in Figures 1 and 2 where f (y) = αf 1 (y|µ 1 , σ
2 ). The EM algorithm offers a practical way to estimate the parameters of a mixture model. The parameters consist of the convex or probability mixing weights α j as well as the individual parameters of the mixed pdfs.
A finite mixture model [12, [39] [40] [41] ] is a convex combination of a finite number of similar pdfs. So a mixture is a convex or probabilistic combination of similar sub-populations. The sub-population pdfs are similar in the sense that they all come from the same parametric family. Mixture models apply to a wide range of statistical problems in pattern recognition and machine intelligence [42, 43] . A Gaussian mixture consists of convex-weighted normal pdfs. The EM algorithm estimates the mixture weights as well as the means and variances of each mixed normal pdf. A Cauchy mixture consists likewise of convex-weighted Cauchy pdfs. The GMM is by far the most common mixture model in practice [44] .
Let Y be the observed mixed random variable. Let K be the number of subpopulations. Let Z ∈ {1, . . . , K} be the hidden sub-population index random variable. The convex population mixing proportions α 1 , . . . , α K define a discrete pdf for Z: P (Z = j) = α j . The pdf f (y|Z = j, θ j ) is the pdf of the j th sub-population where θ 1 , . . . , θ K are the pdf parameters for each sub-population. We can also denote this jth mixed density as f j (y|θ j ) as in Figures 1 and 2 . The sub-population parameter θ j can represent the mean or variance of a normal pdf or both. It can represent any number of quantities that parametrize the pdf.
Let Θ denote the vector of all model parameters: Θ = {α 1 , . . . , α K , θ 1 , . . . , θ K }. The mixing weights α 1 , . . . , α K are convex coefficients. This means that they are nonnegative and add to unity. So again they define a discrete probability density for latent or hidden variable Z. Then the joint or "complete" pdf f (y, z|Θ) is 
and
The marginal f (y|Θ) has the sum structure (46) after summing over all z terms on both sides of (60) because of the delta term δ[z − j]. The ratio form (47) of the posterior p Z (j|y, Θ) follows from Bayes theorem. This holds because (46) is just the theorem on total probability since the convex mixing weights α j are the prior probabilities P (Z = j) and since the pdfs f (y|Z = j, θ j ) are likelihoods. These posterior pdfs or "responsibilities" [43] are crucial in the EM update equations below for a Gaussian mixture model.
Rewrite the joint pdf as an exponential:
This gives a simple linear form for the log-likelihood:
EM algorithms for finite mixture models estimate Θ using the sub-population index Z as the latent variable. An EM algorithm uses (47) to derive the Q-function
The EM algorithm has an especially simple form for estimating the parameters Θ k of a Gaussian mixture model [42, 43] . EM estimates the K mixing probabilities α j , the K sub-population means µ j , and the K sub-population variances σ 2 j . Θ k gives the current estimate of the GMM parameters:
Then the iterations of the GMM-EM algorithm reduce to the following update equations based on the K posterior pdfs p Z (j|y, Θ) in (47):
These equations update the parameters α j , µ j , and σ 2 j with coordinate values that maximize the Q function in (52). These equations also updated the parameters in the GMMs in Figures 1 and 2 .
The updates effectively combine both the E-steps and M-steps of the EM procedure. We can alteratively view the E-step as computing the K Bayesian posteriors p Z (j|y, Θ k ) that appear in the Q-function in (52). Then the M-step corresponds to computing the above three udpates for α j (k + 1), µ j (k + 1), and σ 2 j (k + 1).
We turn now to noise-boosting a mixture model. Corollary 1 from [21] gives a simple pdf-inequality condition when additive noise satisfies the additive NEM condition (4) for almost all samples y:
We can derive similar NEM conditions for mixture models. The complete data likelihood of a mixture model
allows us to rewrite (56) as
Suppose that ∆f j (y, n) ≥ 0 holds for all j. Then (56) holds. So the condition gives a mixture noise benefit. Corollary 2 from [21] gives the quadratic condition when ∆f j (y, n) ≥ 0 holds for all j for the case of GMM-NEM with additive noise.
We next extend the above argument to a mixture-model noise benefit condition that applies to arbitrary noise-signal combinations and arbitrary finite mixture data models.
Corollary 1: Generalized NEM Condition for Arbitrary Mixture Models
Suppose that Y | Z=1 , . . . , Y | Z=K are K arbitrary sub-population random variables with K corresponding sub-population pdfs f (y|1, θ 1 ) , . . . , f (y|K, θ K ) and convex mixture weights α 1 , . . . , α K . Define the mixture-model complete pdf f (y, z|Θ) as
so that summing over the hidden-variable values z gives the marginal mixture density
Let φ(Y, N ) be an arbitrary measurable mode of combining the signal Y with the noise N . Then the mixture-pdf NEM noise benefit for general noise injection
holds if
where ∆f j (y, n) = f (φ(y, n)|j, θ j ) − f (y|j, θ j ).
Proof:
We first show that the mixture inequality (62) invokes the NEM noise benefit of Theorem 1. The complete mixture-pdf noise-benefit inequality
holds if and only if
Take expectations on both sides of this inequality to get
This is just the sufficient NEM condition of Theorem 1 at iteration k.
We show next that the mixture inequality (62) holds if ∆f j (y, n) ≥ 0 holds for all j. Then the expansion (60) implies that the mixture inequality (62) holds if and only if
Then the mixture inequality (62) holds if
since the mixing weights α j and delta functions δ[z − j] are nonnegative. So the finite mixture model enjoys a NEM noise benefit if each mixed density obeys f (φ(y, n)|j, θ j ) ≥ f (y|j, θ j ). Corollary 1 allows us to ignore the mixture structure of arbitrary mixture models. We can derive NEM sufficient conditions by just focusing on the K sub-population pdfs.
We next state and prove a sufficient NEM condition for the special case of multiplicative NEM in a Gaussian mixture model: ∆f j (y, n) = f (yn|j, θ j ) − f (y|j, θ j ) ≥ 0 in this case. We use the pdf condition (70) instead of the sum condition. The resulting pdf NEM condition has a simple quadratic form that depends only on the noise terms and the Gaussian population means µ j .
Corollary 2: m-NEM Condition for Gaussian Mixture Models
Suppose that Y | Z=j ∼ N (µ j , σ 2 j ) in the finite mixture of K Gaussian pdfs f (y|1, θ 1 ) , . . . , f (y|K, θ K ). Then the mixture-pdf NEM noise benefit for multiplicative noise
holds for each mixed pdf if
for j = 1, . . . , K.
Proof:
Corollary 1 allows us to prove this mixture result by just proving the pdf noise-benefit inequality for all K mixed pdfs f (y|θ j ). So compare the noise-injected normal pdf f (yn|θ j ) with the noiseless normal pdf f (y|θ j ). The normal pdf is
So (72) 
Then the mixed-pdf inequality f (yn|θ j ) ≥ f (y|θ j ) is equivalent to the same quadratic inequality as in the above derivation of the Gaussian m-NEM condition. This gives (72) as the Cauchy m-NEM noise-benefit condition with the median m j replacing the mean µ j : y(n − 1) [y(n + 1) − 2m j ] ≤ 0 for all j mixed pdfs.
The Multiplicative Noisy Expectation-Maximization Algorithm
The m-NEM Theorem and its corollaries give a general method for noise-boosting the EM algorithm. Theorem 1 implies that on average these NEM variants outperform the noiseless EM algorithm.
Algorithm 1 gives the multiplicative-NEM algorithm schema. The operation mNEMNoiseSample(y, k −τ σ N ) generates noise samples that satisfy the m-NEM condition for the current data model. The noise sampling pdf depends on the vector of random samples y in the Gaussian and Cauchy mixture models. The noise can have any value in the m-NEM algorithm for censored gamma models that are log-convex [21] . Censorship means setting a finite upper bound for gamma random samples because the gamma pdf is an infinite right-sided density.
Algorithm 1θ mN EM = m-NEM-Estimate(y)
Require: y = (y 1 , . . . , y M ) : vector of observed incomplete data Ensure:θ mN EM : m-NEM estimate of parameter θ 1:
3:
k ← k + 1 7: end while 8:θ mN EM ← θ k The E-Step takes a conditional expectation of a function of the noisy data samples y † given the noiseless data samples y. The M-Step maximizes the resulting surrogate likelihood function over all parameters θ. A deterministic decay factor k −τ scaled the noise on the k th iteration. It did this by replacing the fixed standard deviation σ N of the noise with the weighted standard deviation k −τ σ N . So the m-NEM noise had slightly smaller standard deviation with each successive iteration. τ was the noise decay rate [21] . The decay factor drove the noise N k to zero as the iteration step k increased. This eventually shut off the noise injection. We found that the value τ = 2 worked best in the simulations and thus we used an inverse-square scaling k −2 . The inverse-square decay factor reduced the NEM estimator's jitter around its final value. This was important because the EM algorithm converges to fixed-points. Excessive estimator jitter prolongs convergence time even when the jitter occurs near the final solution. Our simulations used the inverse-square (hence polynomial) decay factor instead of the logarithmic cooling schedules found in most applications of simulated annealing [37, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] .
The NEM noise generating procedure mNEMNoiseSample(y, k −τ σ N ) returned an m-NEM-compliant noise sample n at a given noise level σ N for each data sample y. This procedure changed with the EM data model. The following noise generating procedure applied to GMMs in accord with the above corollary for m-NEM GMMS. We used the following 1-D noise generating procedure for the GMM simulations:
mNEMNoiseSample for GMM-m-NEM Require: y and σ N : current data sample and noise level Ensure: n : noise sample satisfying NEM condition
The term T N (1, σ N |N (y)) denotes a truncated Gaussian pdf over some finite-length support. The term N (y) denotes the corresponding NEM noise support that depends on the data sample y. Figure 1 displays a noise benefit for a m-NEM algorithm on the GMM that evenly mixes two Gaussian pdfs: f (y) = . Such blind noise only increased the average number of iterations that it took the EM algorithm to converge. This increase in convergence time occurred even when (as in this case) the multiplicative noise used a cooling schedule to gradually shut off the noise injection.
The next section develops the NEM theory for the important case of exponential family pdfs. The corresponding theorem states the generalized NEM condition for arbitrary modes of noise injection. The theorem also applies to mixtures of exponential family pdfs because of Corollary 1.
NEM Noise Benefits for Exponential Family Probabilities
This section derives the NEM condition for the general exponential family of pdfs. Exponential family pdfs include such popular densities as the normal, exponential, gamma, and Poisson [12] . A member of this exponential family has a pdf f (y|θ) of the exponential form
if the density's domain does not include the parameter θ. This latter condition bars the uniform pdf from the exponential family. The exponential family also excludes Cauchy and Student-t pdfs. Direct substitutions show that the Gaussian or normal pdf belongs to the exponential family. The normal pdf f (y|θ) =
has the exponential-family form given the substitutions a(θ) = 
Let φ(Y, N ) be an arbitrary measurable mode of combining Y with the noise N . Then an EM noise benefit occurs if
Compare the noisy pdf f (φ(x, n)|θ) with the noiseless pdf f (x|θ) . The noise benefit occurs if
since the logarithm is a monotone increasing function. This inequality holds
iff a(θ)K(φ(y, n)) + b(φ(y, n)) ≥ a(θ)K(y) + b(y)
iff a(θ)[K(φ(y, n)) − K(y)] + b(φ(y, n)) − b(y) ≥ 0 .
The last inequality is just (84). The exponential-family noise-benefit condition reduces to 
This gives a simple negative noise condition for an additive NEM benefit:
So the NEM condition does not depend on the parameter θ. The condition for a multiplicative NEM benefit likewise becomes
It gives a similar linear NEM condition:
We conclude with a dual theorem that guarantees that some noise will harm the EM algorithm by slowing its average convergence. Both the theorem statement and its proof simply reverse all pertinent inequalities in Theorem 1.
Theorem 4: The Generalized EM Noise-Harm Theorem Let φ(Y, N ) be an arbitrary measurable mode of combining the signal Y and the noise N . Suppose the average negativity condition holds at iteration k:
Then the EM noise harm
The proof follows from the same argument that proves Theorem 1 if we reverse all inequalities. This applies specifically to the logical equivalence in (39) . Then
So an EM noise harm occurs on average at iteration k if
This general noise-harm result leads to corollary noise-harm conditions for the additive and multiplicative GMM-NEM models by reversing all pertinent inequalities. A similar inequality reversal gives a noise-harm condition for all pdfs from the exponential family.
Such harmful GMM noise increased EM convergence by 35% in the multiplicativenoise case and by 40% in the additive-noise case for the problem of estimating the parameters of the two mixed Gaussian pdfs in Figures 1 and 2 . No noise benefit or harm occurs on average if equality replaces all pertinent inequalities. We state this NEM GMM noise-harm result as a corollary for both additive and multiplicative noise injection. 
for multiplicative noise.
Conclusion
The original NEM additive noise model extends to arbitrary combinations noise and signal. The multiplicative NEM theorem specifically gives a sufficient positivity condition such that multiplicative noise reduces the average number of iterations that the EM algorithm takes to converge. The multiplicative-noise NEM condition for the GMM and exponential family models are only slightly more complex than their respective additive-noise NEM conditions. An open research question is whether there are general conditions when either multiplicative or additive noise outperforms the other. We would also expect that data sparsity affects more general noise-injection modes as it does the additive case [21] .
